Place tint pad under the eye & ensure
that the pad covers the bottom
lashes to isolate them.

Apply firm pressure to the U-Frame and
slide up the cover vent.

Then clip up the latch until
it’s secured.

Remove eye make up with BelmaRemove.
Apply a thin layer of Belmashield
to the under eye area.

Gently lift & hold the eyelid to elevate the
lashes. Position the curved plate close to
the base of the lashes.

Slide the cover vent all the way up to
neatly hold the lashes in place between
the cover vent and the curved plate.

Apply a generous amount of perm
lotion onto the back of the cover vent
using a cotton tip. (This is the area
where you can feel the small grooves)

Leave the perm lotion to process for 7-9
minutes. 7 minutes for soft/fine hair - 9
minutes for coarse/strong hair.

Leave the setting lotion to process for
7-9 minutes. Please ensure that you
process for the same amount of time as
the perm solution.

Close the clicker and remove any excess
lotion from behind the curved plate.
Re-open the clicker and wipe the
bottom edge of the curved plate.

Remove the clicker by releasing the
latch and sliding down the cover vent.
Clean off any excess perm solution from
the eyelashes & wipe the clicker with a
tissue, it is not necessary to wash the clicker.

Position the clicker onto the eye, slide
up the cover vent and lock into place
with the latch.

Quality assured for your Salon

Apply Elleevate Mascara or
Elleeplex Serum to complete
the treatment.
This will condition the lashes.

Apply a generous amount of setting
lotion with a cotton tip onto the back of
the cover vent and repeat steps 2 & 3.

Remove the clicker and wipe the lashes
clean with a damp cotton pad.
A lash tint can be carried out at this point.
Rinse the lashes after tinting and dry thoroughly.

